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Abstract

Given a plant  and a specification   , the largest solution of the FSM equation    
 contains all possible discrete controllers  . Often we are interested in computing the complete
solutions whose composition with the plant is exactly equivalent to the specification. Not every solution
contained in the largest one satisfies such property, that holds instead for the complete solutions of the
series topology. We study the relation between the solvability of an equation for the series topology and
is a deterministic
of the corresponding equation for the controller’s topology. We establish that, if
FSM, then the FSM equation 
  is solvable for the series topology with an unknown
head component iff it is solvable for the controller’s topology. Our proof is constructive, i.e., for a given
solution  of the series topology it shows how to build a solution  of the controller’s topology and
viceversa.



 







1 Introduction
An important step in the design of complex systems is the decomposition of the system into a number of
separate components which interact in some well-defined way. In this context, a typical question is how to
design a component that combined with a known part of the system, called the context, conforms or satisfies
or matches a given overall specification. This question arises in several applications ranging from logic
synthesis to the design of discrete controllers.
In [4] we proposed a general frame based on defining equations over languages associated to the components of a given system. We introduced two composition operators for abstract languages: synchronous
composition, , and parallel composition, , and we studied the most general solutions of the language equa   and     ( denotes language containment), defining the language operators needed
tions
to express them. In particular we studied the solutions of the equations defined over finite state machines
   and      , where  models the context,  models
(FSMs) of the type 
the specification and  is unknown. Basic definitions about equations over languages are provided in
Sec. 2. We refer to [5] for a report on FSM equations of the type      and to [3], Chap. 6, for
a survey of previous work.
There are various FSM composition topologies of interest. For instance, the problem of designing a
discrete controller that controls a given discrete plant in order to match a specification (represented by an
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Figure 1: (a) 1-way cascade (or 1-way series) topology; (b) controller’s (or supervisory control) topology.
FSM too) yields the so-called controller’s (or supervisory control) topology (see [1] for an introduction
to the discrete model matching problem). A more straightforward interconnection is the series topology
where signals flow uni-directionally from a head FSM to a tail FSM. Figure 1 shows a series topology and
a controller’s topology. In the series topology  is the unknown head component, and  is the given
tail component; in the controller’s topology  is the unknown controller component, and  is the given
plant component.
Given a plant  and a specification  , the largest solution of the FSM equation   
 contains all possible discrete controllers  . Consider the constrained problem of practical interest
    , where both  and  are complete deterministic FSMs (DFSMs), and the objective
is to find all complete DFSMs whose composition with  is equivalent to  ( stands for equivalent).
If  is not a Moore DFSM, the composition of a complete solution (when it is not a Moore DFSM either)
with  may fail to produce a complete DFSM, i.e., the largest solution may contain complete DFSMs
whose composition with  is not a complete DFSM (and so not be equivalent to  ). Therefore if the
goal is to select an ‘optimal’ controller, e.g., one with a minimum number of states, it will not be sufficient
to find an ‘optimal’ reduction (contained FSM) of the largest solution, because this reduction may not be a
solution of the original equation.
Instead the equation for the series topology has the property that every complete reduction of the largest
solution is a DFSM whose composition with  yields a complete DFSM. Can this fact be of help when
solving (or modelling) the controller’s topology ? To answer the question we should study the relation
between the solvability of an equation for the series topology and of the corresponding equation for the
controller’s topology.
In this note we establish that, if  is a deterministic FSM, then the FSM equation    
is solvable for the series topology with an unknown head component iff it is solvable for the controller’s
topology. The non-trivial direction of the proof is going from the controller’s topology to the series topology.
The proof is based on the following fact: let  be a solution for the controller’s topology ( has inputs
 and  and output  ), then  composed with  is a solution for the series topology (  has
input  and output  ). Indeed, when an input  is applied to such composition    produces the
reference output ; when this pair   is applied to  , by construction  produces the internal signal
under which  produces the reference output  generated by  under input . The other direction relies
on the fact that a solution for the series topology can be augmented with an inessential input  such that its
next state and output functions do not depend on .
Notice that the theorem of equisolvability can be proved for the general equation     , with
no restriction on  ( is a NDFSM), whereas  should be a DFSM (or an appropriate restriction).

2 Equations over Languages
2.1 Languages
We remind the notions of substitution and homomorphism of languages [2]. A substitution is a mapping
of an alphabet  onto subsets of  for some alphabet . The substitution is extended to strings by setting
  and     . An homomorphism  is a substitution such that  is a single string
for each symbol  in the alphabet .


1. Given a language  over alphabet    , consider the homomorphism  defined as 
      , then the language      over alphabet  is the projection of
.
language  to alphabet  , or  -projection of . By definition of substitution  
2. Given a language  over alphabet  and an alphabet  , consider the substitution defined as  
        , then the language       over alphabet    is the
.
lifting of language  over alphabet  , or  -lifting of . By definition of substitution  

2.2 Synchronous Composition of Languages
Consider two systems and  with associated languages   and  . The systems communicate with
each other by a channel  and with the environment by channels  and  . We introduce a composition
operator that describes the external behaviour of the composition of   and  .
Definition 2.1 Given alphabets    , language ½ over    and language ¾ over    , the synchronous composition of languages ½ and ¾ is the language 1 ½  ¾    , denoted by ½ ¾ ,
defined over    .

2.3 Solution of Language Equations under Synchronous Composition
Given alphabets    , a language
consider the language equation

over alphabet



   and a language  over alphabet   , let us
 

(1)

Definition 2.2 Given alphabets    , a language over alphabet    and a language  over alphabet
  , language  over alphabet    is called a solution of the equation    iff 
and
   . The largest solution is the solution that contains any other solution.

   is the language 
Theorem 2.1 The largest solution of the equation
over alphabet    is a solution of 
  iff  
.
language 
 , then the language equation    has no solution.
If

 , if 

. A

3 Equisolvability of Series vs. Controller’s Topology
Definition 3.1 A non-deterministic FSM (NDFSM), or simply an FSM or a machine, is defined as a 5      where  represents the finite state space,  represents the finite input space, 
tuple 
represents the finite output space and          is the transition relation. On input , the NDFSM
at present state  may transit to next state  and output  if and only if       . State   
1

Use the same order



 in the languages ½ 

and ¾   .

represents the initial or reset state. We denote the restriction of relation  to      (next state relation)
by        , i.e.,               ; similarly, we denote the restriction of relation
 to      (output relation) by       , i.e.,              . We may
use Æ instead of  and  instead of  . If at least a transition is specified for each present state and input
pair, the FSM is said to be complete. If no transition is specified for at least a present state and input pair,
.
the FSM is said to be partial. An FSM is said to be trivial when 
The following theorem argues that a synchronous FSM equation is solvable for the controller’s topology
iff it is solvable for the series topology. The proof shows how the two sets of solutions relate.

      and a reference model       , if
Theorem 3.1 Given a plant 
 is a DFSM then the FSM equation     is solvable for the series topology with an unknown
head component iff it is solvable for the controller’s topology.
Proof.
Only if Let 
the FSM 

     be an FSM solution of the equation for the series topology. Construct
      , where  is defined by
             

We show that  is a solution of the equation for the controller’s topology.
Given states           ,    and    , by definition of   ,

                            
Furthermore, by definition of  ,
          
                       
and, by definition of  ,
          
                 
Summing it up

                      
Therefore 
 and   are equivalent and  is a solution of the equation for the controller’s

topology.
If For notational convenience in this proof we represent the transition relation  of a DFSM by the next
state function Æ and by the output function .
     Æ   be a DFSM that is a solution for the controller’s topology of the
Let 
FSM equation     (if the equation is solvable there always exists a deterministic solution);
moreover the composition   is a DFSM, since both  and  are DFSMs.
       Æ      such that for all          
Construct an FSM 
and    it holds that

Æ     
     
Notice that states of the form   
they are unreachable. We show that 

Æ        Æ    
       
, with     and  , need not be considered because
   , implying that  is a solution for the series

topology of the equation     . To argue that  
  , we need to prove that their
respective initial states              and        are equivalent, meaning
that they agree on the outputs and that their respective next states are equivalent.
Define the matching states              and        as similar states.
We show that the next states of similar states are similar states. Precisely, for each pair of similar states
             of the series composition   and        of the controller’s composition   , and for each input   

Æ



            

where

   Æ    
Indeed, if Æ    
  , then Æ         and, by definition of Æ ,


   . Finally, from Æ           , it follows
it is Æ     
Æ              .
This fact allows to prove by induction that states reached at the any finite step from the initial state are
similar. The basis of the induction holds because the initial states are similar by construction. If by induction
hypothesis the states reached at the   -th state are similar, then by the previous result the states reached
at the -th step are similar too.
Next we show that for each pair of similar states              of the series com and        of the controller’s composition   , and for each input
position 


           
meaning that similar states agree on the outputs. For each state              of the
 and for each input    , by definition of series composition, it holds
series composition 
                
and, by definition of  ,
                 




Furthermore, by definition of controller’s composition,

               
where the containment relation can be replaced by strict equality under the hypothesis that
yielding

is a DFSM2 ,

              

Putting it all together





                     

Summing up, we showed first that states reached at any finite step are similar and then that similar states
agree on the outputs, implying that states reached from the initial states at any finite step agree on the outputs, and so that the initial states are equivalent. Therefore   and   are equivalent. ¾
By definition of series composition it is always                  , whereas for controller’s
composition                , because an output , issued at state  of  under input
, may be “blocked”, meaning that from state  of  there is no transition with label  . The hypothesis that  is a DFSM
is sufficient (but not necessary) to guarantee that the previous situation cannot happen and so the containment relation becomes a
strict equality.
2



Corollary 3.1 Given a plant 
      and a reference model       ,
if  is a DFSM then the FSM equation     has a complete solution for the series topology
with an unknown head component iff it has a complete solution for the controller’s topology.
Say that a solution  is compositionally complete if the composition   is a complete FSM.
Under the same hypothesis, the FSM equation     has a compositionally complete solution
for the series topology with an unknown head component iff it has a compositionally complete solution for
the controller’s topology.
The construction in the proof of Th. 3.1 establishes immediately both results.

4 Conclusions
In this note we established that, if  is a deterministic FSM, then the FSM equation    
is solvable for the series topology with an unknown head component iff it is solvable for the controller’s
topology. Our proof is constructive, i.e., for a given solution  of the series topology it shows how to
build a solution  of the controller’s topology and viceversa.
A practical implication might be a procedure to compute discrete controllers by solving first a companion series topology equation and then transforming its solutions to solutions for the controller’s topology.
Notice that the largest solution for the series topology may have more states than the one for the controller’s
topology, however the latter has more inputs.
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